
My name is sahil kochhar and I came in Australia in JAN 2007 . Then I started 
Hospitality Management course. I totally disagree from this government decision. This is 
so unfair with all students who spend their 3 to 5 years of their life in this country and 
spend near about $28000 only on their studies and today it seems  totally wasted just 
because of this government rules which is totally unfair I spent more then 3 year of my 
life and I thought I’ll get a good future and smooth life in this Country and my parents 
also thought that my future will be bright in this Country and I don’t  want to disappoint 
my Parents. Last year on December 2009 I applied for my PR. According to your 
requirement I am doing a job in Restaurent from JAN 2007 and I am still working their 
and I worked according to your  work visa conditions and also didn’t work in any other 
field. My Aim is to be a good chef and open my own Business in Australia  but now 
Government just take couple of hours to change or apply this rules but you should think 
once on the behalf of students that what will be happen with their future. We have done 
very hard work over here. Just put yourself in our place and if same thing happens  
with you people then what will be your decision? To fulfill your requirements I suffer 
day and night and sacrifice more then 3 precious  years of my life and now it all seems to 
be wasted for me and for other students because of these rules, which are changing every 
hours without thinking about the people who will be most affected by these rules. I  
belong to a middle class family and I don’t have enough time to start any study and 
look a job for me because of my age I am already 28. Just because of your wrong 
decision $17 billion Australian industry is at sake. It is easy to make decision but it’s 
really hard for those people who belong with this. I really worked hard day and night for 
fulfill your requirement, rent, collage fees, government fees, taxes,and stay away  from 
my family and friends just because I will get  a good future. Because of your requirement 
Teenage life is for enjoyment but I sacrifice all that for my better future not for worse. 
Why don’t government think about the QUOTA before granted visas to the students, and 
still government are accept the applications just because of MONEY?????????. I m sure 
that you will definitely think about our future before making any dission.   
  
JUST THINK ONCE THAT IN FUTURE WHICH COUNTRY, GOVERNMENT, 
LAW AND ITS PEOPLE WILL TRUST AUSTRALIAN 
GOVERNMET???????????????????????????????????????????? 
                                                                                               
                                                                                          Your’s faithfully, 
                                                                                          Sahil kochhar 
                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                 
 
 


